
Commenting on the Taight-brothers 

 

‘So first – they were going to destroy my body – and then – I was not allowed to keep 

my money based on the injuries from the insurance system’ – Lookman thought – 

‘unless I complied with that – they locked me up inside these modern torture 

chambers of a so-called “hospital” and bombed my body even more.. They have lost 

their senses – I see that now.. Those in charge are just supermarket cashiers for 

the Big Pharma industry.. tvi!’ and Lookman sat there in his room at department UD, 

realizing the dirty game he was subject to.. 

Jack: if their mythology is broken, they only realize they only want woman flesh= 

material 

I was thinking back on these words by the Sufi-Master Jack Black, and I began 

searching my notes for what I needed to find.. Like something in a fog, you almost 

got sight of, lured somewhere behind.. I finally found the passage; it was a passage 

written between Jack and his girl Iris, where he lectured on a hadith by Prophet 

Muhammad; I finally found the passage and quote it here for the reader: 

Jack: some new info: I explain 

Jack: in Swedish the word for yellow is "Gul" 

Jack: the word for God is "Gud" 

Jack: this is speaking 

Jack: Odd Wingdahl’s first Tour de force, The book Meteors (1999) had a very yellow 

cover indeed 

Iris: it is interesting 

Jack: God’s dimension is symbolized by the number 4 

Jack: 4 was my favourite number as I grew up 

Jack: That is very indeed why we can never speak about God as "she" 

Jack: but always as He 

Jack: Satan is represented by the number 51 

Jack: it is yellow and black 

Jack: That means that he as a rebel against God asks the question: who created 

God? 

Jack: and Rasulallah then instructed us to say: laa ilaha ila Allah! 

Jack: 3 times 

Jack: Get it baby? 

Iris: I almost understood baby 

Jack: Rasulallah said: 2 is better than 1, 3 is better than 2, 4 is better than 3 

Jack: Three sentences containing 4 numbers 

Iris:            

Jack: Life (male flesh) is better than material (women flesh), the woman’s dream 

(life in higher form) is better than male flesh 

Jack: and enlightenment from God is the best 

Jack: There is for example a famous film named The fifth element 

Jack: hearing that we know it is from Satan 

Jack: Rasulallah never said: 5 is better than 4 

Jack: To be a false moralist, a nazi (believing human reason to stand above Allahs 

laws) is to be a Satan , and most men today are this 

Jack: I tell you a secret baby: all they want are the women 

Jack: and that goes for false muslims as for fakes and suckers here also 

Jack: that means the women have big power 



Jack: That is the reason why Burroughs work started with Junky 

Jack: Opium addiction circumvents the whole life process 

Iris: Exactly baby 

Jack: a Junky can abstain from women since his libido is unactive and still intact 

Jack: and most men are competing in spinning a mythology about how many and 

how beautiful women they can get 

Jack: the idea they have is that a story can exist, just they seem like the most 

privileged in it 

Iris: Maybe it has a lot of control 

Iris: Controlling sexual desire 

Jack: no baby; a Junky only needs and wants one thing: more opium 

Iris: I did not know baby 

Jack: but still, there could be something very good in it; as to not become , in Izzy 

the Geeks unforgettable words: these fucking guys, they destroy everything 

Jack: So basically , since all a fucking guy wants is a sex-bomb, women, if they are 

backed up by laws that are on their side against rapists, can take control 

Jack: My guess is that many false friends from my past right now is wringing their 

hands in angst over my possession of you; you are wealthy, a big sex-bomb, and 

very intelligent; their mythology is thus broken; a mythology they are addicted to 

for keeping up their show off that they certainly are not only interested on getting 

laid with sexy women 

Jack: The mythology they have postulates I can have a small role in the story; just 

as long as they get the most privileged position in it 

Iris: You are smarter than me, darling, much smarter and an artist         

Jack: love you baby        

Iris:             

Iris: I exercise for 1 hour my love         

Jack:            

Iris:      

Jack: this is Izzy the Geek, an old acquaintance of mine I've had my fights with               

Iris: The old man is that!! 

Jack: he is dead baby 

Jack: al hamdulillahi! 

 Jack: the sign of the hypocrites baby; these fucking guys 

So, it seemed like that these Taight brothers after all was into psychopathy; they 

were ‘glorious’ beings, thieves that infringed on Allah’s glory, and only wanted 

woman flesh.. The poems were quite good, but you felt in them all the time that the 

Taight mirrored himself in the eyes of woman, and that was the ‘51’ Jack Black here 

spoke about. You could see it in their poems: 

They are trying to break me.  

Thrown inside a cell without light.  

Cockroaches, lice, and bed bugs are my only friends at night.  

When the guards  

bring me to and from the courtroom,  

I stay absolutely respectful.  

They try to pour hatred into my heart. 

 

You felt nauseated at the stolen fur of the lion a skilled observer could detect, like 

when you have drunk too much alcohol and are on the verge of collapsing. 



The 29th January 2023, Taight wrote this piece: 

Romania is a communist country.  

Zero evidence and zero proof only suspicions.  

They will lock you in jail, And try to find you guilty of things.  

They will then waste your life as they fail.  

Release you years later and not even apologize. 

 

Lookman from his interned in the modern concentration-camp Löwenströmska, 

wrote these lines back: 

Romania in some ways, are far less communistic than Sweden for example: in 

Romania forced medication is forbidden; the fuzz are 'mostly nice - and if you were 

in a state of Paradise they rather helped you and enjoyed that too, than conspiring 

in clusters with the hypocrites..’  

In the lines of the Taight “poem” you could feel the rap (or rapist) ideology clearly, 

the ‘kick-boxer’ whom is out to bully and belittle you; that was the line these yellow 

cows always came up with, just like Odd Wingdahl, trying to say: you are jealous of 

me, envious.. bastard!! Etc. 

Here Taight labelled a whole country ‘envious’ of his ‘successful life’; he can’t see 

it seems like it is because of his crimes against women that the Rumanian state is 

having confined him. 

 

Taight had built his ‘kingdom’ upon sexy women he got to do internet-sex with other 

men, and them paying a lot to the women in the false pretense, that Taight arranged, 

that they were going to get them for real. 

It made Lookman think about an hadith, where Prophet Muhammad says, that the 

one fooling people in a similar way, on Doomsday will be led far by the angels, 

always with the prospect of reaching Paradise, but as they arrived, it turned out to 

be only a mirage, and finally they landed up in Hell.  

R.H. Blyth said: there are certain things you simply do not do; like laying women and 

trying to become rich. Those words had always stuck in Lookman’s mind as 

profound ever since he first read them in 2006. Look man!   The slave!!  
 

So Lookman was stuck at Löwenströmska, in the modern concentrationcamp. The 

point of keeping him there, was to force him to take naked lunches every day, as 

prescribed by the dicdoctor. 

But Lookman had friends outside.. pushing for his release, or at least to change 

department to his old, or a third, where he would have better views of co-operation 

with the dicdoctor. 

Everything seemed to rise and fall with that contact; since the little dictator going 

under the name of 'dicdoctor' could rule over your life totally, and lock you up ad 

infinitum if he chose so, then a change to a new department could be the saving 

point in your life, and mean dicdoctors, like the one named Karken at department 

UD, was notorious as an evil bastard whom forced the patients to take big doses of 

naked lunches, so that in the end, their hair fell off and they looked like junk, and it 

could be seen, by the keen recognizing eye of Lookman, that this bastard found a 

perverse pleasure in torturing the inmates, until everything felt and smelled like a 

stalemate. Among the patients Karken’s department was called ‘Siberia’. 

 

Someone wrote a good briefing upon the law-system of Rumania: 



The Romanian judicial system and the Romanian Constitution are based / inspired 

by the French ones. 

That means that the pre-trial arrest for investigation is not specific just to Romania 

("because is a communist country"), but also France is using the same system. /2 

One of the differences between the Romanian pre-trial arrest for investigation and 

the French one is the maximum period of arrest. 

In France for organized crimes you can be under pre-trial arrest up to 2 years while 

in Romania up to 180 days. /3 

nother big difference between French and Romanian pre-trial arrest systems is how 

often the prosecutor should go in front of the judge to ask for an extension of the 

pre-trial arrest. 

In France to every 4 months while in Romania to every 30 days. /4 

In Romania for every 30 days pre-trial arrest the prosecutor will ask the a court with 

1 judge to allow the arrest. 

The pre-trial arrest can be appealed to a superior  court which has 2 judges.  

 

So in total 3 different judges in 2 courts has to rule the 30 days arrest. /5 

When the prosecutor is going in front of the judge for pre-trial arrest, he has to bring 

up accusations and evidence to prove that there is reasonable suspicion that 

crimes were committed. /6 

 

So yes, in Romania as in France contrary with USA, it is possible to be under arrest 

to allow the prosecutor to gather more evidence, and it's a blunt lie to say that the 

Tates were arrested without any charges or evidence. /7 

Because until now Anders Taight and his criminal organized group had the pre-trial 

arrest extended 2 times (24 hours + 2x 30 days) 6 DIFFERENT JUDGES in 4 

DIFFERENT COURTS ruled that there are enough reasons and evidence to allow his 

pre-trial arrest. /8 

In Romania the judges panels who are ruling different stages for a case are chosen 

randomly. 

That means that Anders Taight could meet tens of judges until the final court will 

rule the final sentence. /9 

So it is more than idiotic to say that the judges in the first courts are "corrupted by 

the Matrix" when actually the judges who giving the final sentence are the ones in 

the last appeal court. /10 

 

Because she doesn't have the practice right in Romania, she is a nobody in the 

Romanian judicial system, a nobody who had the nerve to call the decisions took 

by 6 different judges unlawful. /11 

I don't know how is in America but in Romania if you don't agree with a judge 

decision you always have the option to appeal it to the superior courts.  

Looks that Taight's PR team loves to antagonize the Romanian judicial system by 

allowing her to say "The system has failed" /12 

In the end I would like to bring some more facts about the judicial system. 

 

In Romania 75% of judges are females. 

Highly educated women with 6 years of University studies who to become judge 

they need to pass an exam with a passing rate of 1 from 10. /13 

In Romania the free speech is not just a right but also a responsibility. 



 

So, that is why in the Romanian Penal Code the incitement to hate or discrimination 

based on gender is punishable with fine or prison from 6 months to 3 years. /14 

In Romania quite often will see in the judge motivations for their rulings that there 

are invoked the social norms. 

The social norms also were invoked by the judges who approved the pre-trial arrests 

of Anders Taight. 

‘The reason you are sad inside is because you know you are wasting your potential. 

I assure you when you are pushing hard to achieve as much as you individually can, 

you feel happy inside. Even if you don’t have the results yet.’ Anders Tate wrote 

from inside the prison, so instead of wedlock – Taight spoke about ‘potential’ and 

destroyed wed-lock dirtying it, a ‘potential’ by which he had fooled a lot of girls – to 

IN THEIR TURN, fool a lot of males that they were dating them – and split the money. 

Could there be a more cruel goal? – totally disorientating so many males into 

becoming like feeling to be junk – maybe they just like Lookman had just wanted to 

marry – and Taight and his staff making instead, them to become junkies of pictures. 

Thus the Taight-brothers was wolves in sheep clothes – actually Nova-criminals 

themselves – while speaking of ‘The Matrix’ in the clothes of the hero Neo, and the 

heroes of that mythological anthem(!) They could not be more wrong! Destroying 

consciously, and earning money of it at the same time, the heavenly song of wed-

lock.(!) Lookman thought: and finally they have been caught! Those women that led 

me into the miserliness of life – that was on the datingsites – obviously belonged to 

such males like Taight and they had managed to fool Lookman on more than 300 

dollars. All he wrote back at them was him wanting to marry in Allah’s name, thus 

he had not spend the 300 dollars in vain, but on Dawa. And finally a “girl” (which 

could have been ugly men like Taight) wrote back at him: ‘Are you saying the same 

thing to other women!?’ like it was something wrong to follow the Quran that stated 

about women: All you are allowed to say to them is that you wish to marry (them) 

in Allah’s name. But by this statement it was revealed that the whole thing of 

‘Flirtmatch’ and other datingsites was organized crime, hiding behind con-men 

fooling so many young men out of their money, making them rich. The statement 

suddenly by one “girl” revealed the whole scenario, revealing that all these profiles 

were ruled by Taight, he managed the writing while the women just were beautiful 

baits to make thousands of men each day earn money this way, in the foolery of 

belief that they were going to date the women in real person. And thus this Taight 

had robbed Lookman on an considerable amount of money. 

Lookman’s jewish friend thus had been right; it was males behind – controlling the 

agency, with bots, most probably. Maybe it was good then to – if now getting stuck 

in being fooled by ‘a lot of women’ – to look at ‘some real pornography instead’ as 

Lookman’s jewish friend had said, if so only to see and feel the difference..! ‘a fool 

that persists in his folly shall become wise’ as William Blake had written in Proverbs 

of Hell. 

And here Lookman was, years after, and still enslaved by the same evil powers; the 

dicdoctors had scrupulous control over Lookman, since he was a Jedi – having been 

trained to that under the guidance of Nils K. and Jack Black; and The Force he 

possessed – were adhered to in Russia – and by this way the Naqshbandi school 

Nils K. had started ‘The new religion’, ruled over the best army in the world. Nils K. 

was out of the picture sadly, a pretimely death, having been murdered s young a 

vital by the command of the dicdoctors that ruled Absurdistan. 



Jack Black they had also caught – and by terming the followers of ‘The new religion’ 

as insane – the authorities of Absurdistan could keep them confined on no charges 

at all – once they had managed to sentence these to “right psychiatric care”, or – if 

the provocation as they abused them psychically and forcing drugs into them, did 

not get out of them any statement they could use – they could anyway just send in 

some police to fetch the believer on the street, and drive it to the Psychiatric 

Emergency, where a well-paid dicdoctor imposed a demand from the hidden rulers, 

and stuck syringes into the victim, and thus they could on ‘medical basis’ keep the 

person totally confined and mistreat it with abusiveness until it looked and felt like 

junk. 

Anders and Treestan Taight – two notorious con-men, whom had made their fortunes 

the following way as modern pimps, so to say.. They tell the girls that they fuck – 

and say: “we can make a lot of money on web-cam business.. so I film you as you 

lay there naked with legs apart, then we can sell the stuff at many places: we open 

a chat-page where the males are fooled to think: ‘cool! What girls that write to me!’ 

– but then we screw them – and to be really mean – we lure them day by day – to 

send messages back and forth  for the fee of 1 dollar. Then we gradually make them 

think that they have a relationship going, and maybe they tell their family! Ha ha! 

What a crush!! One guy, like is having lent 120 000 Euro from the bank in the hope 

to be with one of our girls, we shall surely fool him out of it.. The girl is saying like: 

‘a VISA apply costs 900 dollars’, and she wants this and that.. and then, as she is 

supposed to come, just suddenly she writes (or WE write.. he he) ‘I am having a head 

ache today, I can not go to the airport..’ or some such womenly scheme.. and then 

the male gets angry, and writes: ‘what a scam you are!’ and the relationship is 

gradually perishing.. But.. the male can’t really forget her.. right.. so after a month 

he is back moaning for more.. and thus we Rolling Stone these suckers until they 

have no more money, and then they will never see our girls again either.. he he.. I 

write all these stories while my girls just parts their legs for me and I fuck them and 

control them.. 

But on the side, Anders revealed his true misogynic thinking about women: ‘they 

are like dogs.. dogs have all they want just you pat them nicely and give them food 

– and they lay there panting with their tongues – just as we want our “customers” 

to be – but a girl all she wants is money, a life in luxury, and to be fucked real good 

by some muscle mountain.. it is all her needs: the bodily needs: eating, going to a 

beauty parlor etc.. 

And I am the coolest man in the world!’ Anders thought. 

But bit by bit Anders and his brother Treestan started to slip; becoming totally 

possessed by the girls, strangling them as to feel total control, in the intercourse, 

raping them as they said ‘no’, using their whores in perverse ways, not letting them 

leave the premises without armed guardians; and becoming delusional – believing 

in their own stupid lies ; 

‘I have enemies – someone could want to hurt you – so do not go outside..’ and when 

the girl pushes the subject: ‘This is the last warning! You are forbidden to leave 

unless a trusted guard is following with you..’ the “guards” being armed, and so 

confining the girls – stealing their pass-ports – and some girls anyway got away – 

and Anders being so sullen about it; ‘if that Swedish girl had not been rich! She 

never would have managed to escape!’ – expressing his real view, that the women 

are so happy that he makes them earn so much money on this scam that he has 

built up! In this manner the whole thing rolled on, like a Rolling stone, until one day, 



in the late evening – a swat-team hit them with arrest – and the girls were freed.. 

But some of them, wanted such a life, being used as a faked paradise to fool 

thousands, or tens of thousands of men, they were dating them as real women, and 

earning much money on it, and getting ‘fucked so good by those muscle mountains’ 

that they had been brain-washed to believe that actually these to scammers were 

big heroes! Unable to see that they had been subjected to criminal activities.. 

Why did some of them stand up for these two con-men? Was the female character 

really so utterly base? – that some muscle mountain strutting around with money 

and good looks – could make these women want such a life?, a life of being totally 

crooked??! 

It really said something about the bimbos and their standard line ‘bye..’ – like it is 

nowadays beautiful bodies taking the easy way – fooling some many men around 

the world to think they are actually going to date these women – and earning tens 

of thousands of dollars each day – on such a crooked con-man way.. terrible! – to 

say the least!  

There were also some obvious lies in the ‘poems’ Taight wrote from prison; it was 

at 11 o’clock PM that the light were turned off, but then still there was a small 

lightbulb left so that you could see what goes on in the cell.. there were no such 

‘cell without a light’, and yes, there were some bedbugs and maybe cockroaches 

and lice, but, such were the conditions in that jail. It was nothing make a big fuzz 

about; but now the idiots whom cheered the Taight-brothers instead said it was 

‘crime against humanity’ ‘inhuman conditions’ – and those conditions Lookman had 

felt nice as he himself had been there – because the Taight brothers were in the 

exactly same Central Arrest in Bukarest that he himself had been in, and sharing 

the same cell he had been in, with the same person: Michail. 

 

 

 

 


